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I’ve purchased and tried many decks and these have become my favorite go-to decks
when I do readings both for myself and for others. I love all of these decks. I spend
time with each deck, often pulling cards daily from it for a month to get a feel for its
messaging and how I can use it effectively. For ease, I put them in alphabetical order.

Ask Your Guides by Sonia Choquette

The Enchanted Map by Colette Baron-Reid

The Goddess Power Oracle by Colette Baron-Reid

Sacred Rebels by Alana Fairchild

The Sacred Traveler by Denise Linn

I will use this deck for someone who is very spiritual in their beliefs and who is seeking
answers from the Spirit.

Another go-to deck particularly if someone is questioning their personal journey, has life
questions or struggling. I like using this one for large spread readings.

I have so much fun with this deck. I use it in women retreats and events. I created
parties around this deck. I may pull a goddess of the month. I also will use it as an
additional pull for readings for a confirming or supportive message.

I love pulling from this deck for myself on a regular basis. It is designed for women and I
use it when I am working with a client on self-development or confidence-building. I also
may use this deck for a one-card pull after a reading for a supportive message.

I use this deck similar to The Enchanted Map especially if someone is examining their
journey and wants a more spiritual reading looking at signs and symbols.
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The Secret Language of Light: Transmission from Your Soul
by Denise Jarvis

The Shaman’s Dream by Colette Baron-Reid

The Spirit Animal Oracle by Colette Baron-Reid

Whisper of Healing by Angela Hartfield

Wisdom of the Oracle by Colette Baron-Reid

I use this when I am seeking a spiritual inner answer to my question. There is such a
tranquility to these cards.

I find this deck to be very reflective and spiritual and will use it when looking for an
answer of that type. The cards provide very reflective messages.

I like to use this one for identifying my spirit animal of the month, or when looking for
answers for someone who is resistant. The animals are non-threatening and bridge all
cultures. I may also use this as an additional one-card pull in a reading for additional
support.

This is such a lovely deck, very feminine in style. I use it when someone is in need of
healing, experiencing pain or just overwhelmed. It has such a soothing message.

Yes, I love her decks. This is one of my go-to decks for general purpose readings or
when looking for advice. The guidebook has messages in general, relationship,
prosperity and protective arenas but I only use one of them in a reading, depending on
the client’s question. This is one of my favorite decks for detailed, large spread readings.
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hello therei'm april
the sage goddess. your journey guide.

your abundance and possibilities await you

I revel in possibilities. I believe everyone has
the right to an abundant life. I’d love to help
you see the infinitely expansive person that
you are, if you only believe it.

In order to heal the world, our community,
and creating healing within the family, I
believe it's important to have a sense of who
we are and be at peace with that so that we
can become our authentic, abundant selves.

Bring to light new insight and
opportunities

Invigorate you to your best self

unlock the opportunities that
await you

guiding you to ignite your insight
and awaken your inner wisdom so

that you reveal your truest self.

ignite.

awaken.
book your card

reading.reveal.

https://www.thesagegoddess.co/#book-reading
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